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After 20 years of promoting our Global Ethic, we now 
also print a TrustEthos for trust in performance-oriented 
business on the back of our business cards. 
 
How did this come about? 
Since 1970 I had been interested in developing a 
company value catalogue, as other good companies 
had at the time. In 1975, our Putzmeister catalog of 
values, also known as the “company philosophy” (later 
named the CophySheet), was created in a team and 
with the help of consultants. The content of the 
document, summarized under the motto “This is how we 
want to be”, was understood by company employees 
and customers as a trust-building mechanism. This 
valuable tool also saved us significant interaction costs. 
According to surveys of the workforce, the content of the 

annually updated CophySheet has been continuously improved over the years, gaining 
broad validity among people of good will – even in the cutthroat world of performance-
oriented business. It also indirectly promotes individual health, as I can attest at the 
age of 90. 
 
When I became a Rotarian in 1982, I discovered the so-called 4-Question Test, which 
was born out of real-world business experience and “invented” by Rotarians in the 
aftermath of the Great Depression. I added “HONESTY” to create the KSG 5-Question 
Test in 2012. This test is the first element of our “TrustEthos” formula, which I explained 
as the “KSG mantra” in our 2021 annual report. Twenty years of learning and problem-
solving with thousands of company members worldwide also prompted me to insert 
this 5-Question Test as a "code of trust" as a Preamble to every Putzmeister and KSG 
contract (see SM 060810 and Porga 900512 contracts). This 5-Question Test can be 
ordered as a sticker for the back of an iPhone free of charge by email from the KSG 
secretariat: info@ksfn.de. 
 
In order to internalize trust as sacred in the nature of good people, the Golden Rule 
common to the world’s religions can be summarized in the negative: ‘DO NOT DO 
UNTO OTHERS…’ This cross-culturally universal idea of ethical reciprocity lies at the 
heart of Hans Küng’s ‘World Ethos’ project (SM 121126) and constitutes the second 
pillar of our TrustEthos. 
 
Finally, in 1998, while working on an update of our CophySheet, I was led to formulate 
my own specific definition (SM 121126v) of Hans Küng’s World Ethos idea. These 
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maxims of elementary humanity are not biblical commandments; they are to be 
understood as quasi-“instructions for use” for human beings everywhere.  
 
The way to GOOD humanity leads through virtues to be learned. Thanks to our 
TrustEthos, no one in the KSG orbit can say that they do not know what they are. 
Virtues and values are only internalized, however, if they are repeated in practice. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 


